CSE 111 -- Peer Evaluation

Your Name ____________________

Each question is graded on a scale of A through F.

Please use a different form for each team member.

Team Number __________
Recitation Number _______

TA Name ____________________

Circle the letter that best applies:

A  B  C  D  F  1. This team member made an effort to be available for team meetings.
A  B  C  D  F  2. This team member is a team player.
A  B  C  D  F  3. This team member was supportive of the activities of other members.
A  B  C  D  F  4. This team member was cooperative.
A  B  C  D  F  5. This team member finished work on time.
A  B  C  D  F  6. This team member's tried hard regardless of the value of member’s contribution.
A  B  C  D  F  7. This team member was essential to our team's success.

A  B  C  D  E  8. This person believed there was only one "right" way to do the project, this person’s way. In this area the team member’s grade should be an ---?
A  B  C  D  E  9. This team member could not get anything done without help or pressure from other team members. In this area the team member’s grade should be an ---?
A  B  C  D  E  10. This team member did not significantly contribute to the team effort
    In this area the team member’s grade should be an ---?

Note: If you had a non-participating team member please tell us about the measures taken to get that person to participate. Please include the person’s name.

Additional Comments!